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In this file photo a gallery employee poses with an artwork entitled ‘Girl and Balloon’ (Diptych) by
Banksy, during a photocall at Christie’s auction house in central London. — AFP 
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W
hen French gastronomic bible the
Michelin Guide judged Ivan and
Sergei Berezutskiy to be Russia’s

best chefs, their restaurant’s website
crashed, while patrons gave the twin broth-
ers a standing ovation. “As always, the
restaurant was full,” Ivan Berezutskiy said
after their Moscow restaurant, Twins
Garden, received two Michelin stars from
the French culinary guide on Thursday
evening. “Guests stood up, applauded and
shouted their congratulations,” the 35-year-
old told AFP in an interview. The
announcement of the award has led to a
torrent of phone calls and messages, and
the restaurant currently cannot take any
reservations.

On Thursday, representatives of the
Michelin guide released the first Moscow
edition of their iconic red book. Seven
restaurants were given one star, and just
two-including Twins Garden-received two
stars. Twins Garden also pocketed a
Michelin Green Star for its sustainable
practices, and a prize for best service.
Established in 2017, the centrally located
restaurant has been one of Moscow’s top
culinary destinations from the start and
previously featured on the World’s 50 Best
Restaurants list. With the Michelin award,
the brothers entered the ranks of restau-
rant industry royalty. Twins Garden pro-
motes what it describes as “a symbiosis of

science and nature” and features a tradi-
tional Russian oven and a high-tech labo-
ratory equipped with a mushroom wall and
a 3D food printer.

Childhood memories 
The brothers hail from the city of

Armavir in the Krasnodar region known for
its warm climate and abundance of vegeta-
bles. They say they have been inspired by
southern cuisine and their childhood mem-
ories of baking cookies and making adjika,
a tomato-based spicy dip. “When we were
young we helped our mom cook. We loved

it so much,” said Ivan. Today most of the
vegetables for the Berezutskiys come from
their own farm outside Moscow, and they
have also developed vegetable wines. Ivan
was supposed to become an engineer like
his mother and grandfather, while Sergei
had a passion for cooking.

Ivan, however, joined Sergei at culinary
school after realizing that spending a sum-
mer internship at a factory in the company
of male students did not appeal to him.
“Sergei said he studied with girls,” Ivan
said. “I did not think long,” he added, smil-
ing. After culinary school the pair parted
ways. Ivan went to Spain where he trained
at El Bulli, while Sergei worked at Alinea in
Chicago. Both establishments received a
three-star rating from the Michelin Guide
and are considered pioneers of molecular
gastronomy. The brothers said they did not
go abroad to learn new recipes. Instead
they wanted to understand what it takes to
create the world’s best restaurant. “We
wanted to understand how great chefs
think,” Ivan said. “Recipes are not the most
important thing.”

Asked to name international chefs who
influenced them, both answer in unison-
Ferran Adria, the Catalan chef who ran the
El Bulli restaurant. “There are chefs who
change the world,” said Sergei. “Ferran
Adria has changed this world.” Once derid-
ed as a gastronomic wasteland, Russia’s

restaurant scene has emerged in recent
years from a post-Soviet reputation for
blandness. In the past many chefs relied
on meat, cheese and fish imported from
the West but restaurants have increasingly
turned to local ingredients including Arctic
fish and king crab from the Far East after
the West slapped sanctions on Russia fol-
lowing the annexation of Crimea in 2014.
The brothers say they are passionate

about vegetables-including traditional
Russian foods such as cabbage and
beets-and want their guests to appreciate
the taste of fresh-from-the garden produce.
At home the Berezutskiys let their women
rule in the kitchen, however. “What we love
to eat is what our wives cook for us,” said
Ivan. — AFP

Ivan (left) and Sergey Berezutskiy of Twins
Garden pose in the hall of their restaurant in
Moscow. — AFP photos

A team of chefs are seen preparing food in the kitchen of the Twins Garden restaurant run by Ivan
and Sergey Berezutskiy in Moscow.

Version of Banksy
‘Girl with Balloon’
sells for £3.1 million

A
version of Banksy’s celebrated “Girl
with Balloon”, set on two canvasses,
sold at auction on Friday for £3.1

million ($4.3 million, 3.7 million euros), a
day after another of the artist’s works
fetched a record price. The 2005 diptych,
which shows a small girl reaching for red
heart-shaped balloon on a white back-
ground, was expected to sell for between
£2.5 million and £3.5 million, London auc-
tioneer Christie’s said.

The sale of the Banksy work, which first
appeared in stencil on a wall in east

London, follows a record-breaking auction
for a part-shredded version of the same
image on Thursday. The artwork-now
called “Love is in the Bin”-sold for £18.58
million ($25.38 million), the highest ever
fee paid for a work by the British artist. In
2018, it passed through a shredder hidden
in its large Victorian-style frame moments
after it was first sold for nearly £1.1 million
at Sotheby’s auction house also in London.
“Girl with Balloon” has been reproduced
endlessly in prints and online, and appro-
priated by some of the world’s best-known
brands.

It has been called one of the most sig-
nificant artworks of the early 21st century
in the British press. The previous record for
a painting by the guerilla artist was set in
March this year with the sale of the “Game
Changer”, sold to an unnamed buyer for
£16.75 million. — AFP
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rom selfie stupidity to a politician who
has gone to pot... Your weekly
roundup of offbeat stories from

around the world.

Pain in the neck 
An elk that spent at least two years

wandering the Colorado wilderness with a
tyre around its neck is finally free of the
encumbrance. The buck had to be sedated
for wildlife officers to cut the tyre from its
antlers. It is far from unusual. “Wildlife offi-
cers have seen deer, elk, moose and
bears entangled in swing sets, hammocks,
clothing lines, decorative lighting, laundry
baskets, soccer goals and volleyball nets,”
Colorado Parks and Wildlife said in a state-
ment.

Grin and bear it 
Selfie culture strikes again. An

American woman who got too close and
personal with a grizzly bear and her cubs
for a photo has been jailed for four days.
Samantha Dehring, 25, got within a few
feet of the enormous animal in Yellowstone

National Park, the mythical home of car-
toon character Yogi bear. But unlike other
victims of an Instagramable moment on
the top of cliffs, Dehring lived to tell the
tale. “Approaching a sow grizzly with cubs
is absolutely foolish,” said Wyoming prose-
cutor Bob Murray. It was “pure luck...
Dehring is a criminal defendant and not a
mauled tourist.”

Politician goes to pot 
Who says politicians are remote and

irrelevant these days? Not so in France
where police arrested a man whose drug-
filled car included a statue of Justice
Minister Eric Dupond-Moretti made from
cannabis. Wags have interpreted this as a
homage to the lawyer, a fierce opponent of
legalizing the drug-just like the country’s
drug dealers.

Candy-ocracy 
The big beasts of the US Senate often

have recourse to stimulants for debates
that go on long into the night. And indeed
they get them for free in the form of sweets
straight from the chamber’s official “candy
desk”. Senators can of course never be
bought but they can and do accept sweet-

eners in the form of chocolates and the like
if they share them out.

The king of smells 
Australian firefighters closed down a

part of the capital Canberra for an hour
looking for a gas leak only to find the smell
was coming from a durian fruit. The “King
of Fruits” is loved by many in Southeast
Asia for its bittersweet flavors and creamy
texture but is often banned from public
transport because of its penetrating aroma
that has been compared to “raw sewage,
rotting flesh and smelly gym socks”, or a
mix of all three.

Half sweet home 
A thought for the inhabitants of the

French village of  Saint-Quentin-la-Motte-
Croix-au-Bailly, who no longer feel them-
selves after a brush with French bureaucra-
cy. They can’t get new identity cards
because the name of their village is too
long... A rather brutal temporary solution has
been found, cutting Saint-Quentin-la-Motte-
Croix-au-Bailly back by 15 letters.—AFP

F
or South Korean pianist Su Yeon
Kim, the music of Frederic Chopin
is a way of life and competing in the

world’s most prestigious event bearing
the French-Polish composer’s name is a
dream come true. She says the first
piece by the 19th-century composer and
piano virtuoso-who was born in 1810
and died in 1849 — that she learned to
play as a child was his Minute Waltz.
“Coming here was my dream because
Chopin is my favorite composer. I never
tire” of his music, the 27-year-old told
AFP in Warsaw where she is hoping to
secure a spot in the finals of the 18th
Frederic Chopin International Piano
Competition later this month.

Held every five years since 1927, the
Chopin competition would normally have
been held last year, but was postponed
because of the coronavirus pandemic-a
first since World War II. “It was challeng-
ing to get all the competitors into
Poland,” says Artur Szklener, director of
the National Institute of Frederic Chopin.
Running from October 2 to 23, the event
has drawn 87 pianists from across the
globe, including 22 from China, 16 from
Poland and 14 from Japan. Competitors
must be aged between 16 and 30. “It’s
the most prestigious competition that
can open the doors to a great career,”

says fellow competitor Eva Gevorgyan,
a 17-year-old Russian-Armenian.
Previous winners include some of the
greatest names in classical music, such
as Maurizio Pollini, Martha Argerich and
Krystian Zimerman.

‘Not loud enough’ 
Unlike Kim, Gevorgyan hails from a

family of musicians. “I used to take Eva
to all my rehearsals and that made her
want to play,” says her mother, Ksenia
Cherenkova, who studied viola at the
Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Moscow.
“When she was three years old, she was
given a violin. She broke it because the
sound wasn’t loud enough for her. That’s
when we thought of the piano,”

Cherenkova chuckles. But she admits to
having had misgivings about her daugh-
ter becoming a musician: “I know how
difficult it can be.” The two young
pianists have trodden similar paths:
music school with four to eight hours of
practice every day that left little time for
sports or reading.

Kim now studies at the Mozarteum
University Salzburg in Austria, while
Gevorgyan is finishing high school and
hopes to enter the Moscow
Conservatory. Both are already making
their mark in the music world. Kim won
first prize at this year ’s Montreal
International Music Competition.
Gevorgyan has already won prizes in
more than 40 international competitions.

This week, both qualified for the third
stage of the Chopin competition along-
side 21 other candidates. Ten of them
will go on to perform in the October 18-
20 final.

One of the 17 jury members,
Argentinian concert pianist Nelson
Goerner, believes that pandemic-related
lockdowns have helped raise the level of
this year’s competition. Faced with an
unusually rich pool of talent, the jury bent
the rules to admit seven more competi-
tors than the 80 normally allowed. “I was
on the jury for the previous edition, but
the level this year is remarkable,”
Goerner told AFP. “The pianists have had
more time to prepare and I think the pan-
demic has awakened in all of us a desire

to go further, to surpass ourselves,” he
said. “You can hear it in how these young
pianists are playing.”Broadcast live on
YouTube and via the Chopin Competition
mobile app, the contest has attracted
record online interest, the organizers say.
Some 45,000 people logged on the inter-
net to listen to the second stage held this
week at the Warsaw Philharmonic. The
jury will announce a winner on October
20 and finalists will perform in gala con-
certs until October 23. “When I’m on
stage, I don’t think about winning. I want
to perform and connect with the audi-
ence. That’s my greatest pleasure,” says
Kim. — AFP

27-year-old Su Yeon Kim from South Korea, one of the finalists of the 18th International Chopin Piano
Competition, performs during a rehearsal at the Warsaw Music University in Warsaw, Poland. 

17-year-old Eva Gevorgyan from Russia, one of the finalists of the 18th International Chopin Piano
Competition, performs during a rehearsal at the Russian Culture Center in Warsaw.— AFP photos


